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Ah&act 
In [S] Stanley associated to a (kite) graph G a symmetric function XG generalizing the 
chromatic po@nomial of G. Using an involution on a special type of arrays constructed by 
Gessel and Viennot [I], we show that if G is the incomparabihty graph of a (3 + 1)&e pose& 
then XG is a no~~tive linear eomb~ation of Schur ~~0~. Since the eiarn~~ symmetric 
functions are nonnegative linear combinations of Schur functions, this result gives supportive 
evidence for a conjecture of Stanley and Stembridge ([S, Conjecture 5.11 or [6, Conjecture 5.51). 
Darts [5], Stanley associe it tout graphe (i&d) G une fonction symetrique Xo qui g&ralise 
le polynome chromatique de G. En utilisant une involution sur certains tableaux construits par 
Gessel et Viennot [l], nous demontrons que si G est le graphe de la relation d’incomparabilite 
d’un ensemble partiellement ordone qui ne contient pas (3 + I), aloes XG est une combiison 
lin&im de fonctions de Schur dont les eoefkients sont positifs. Puisque les fonctions symkriques 
elementaires sont des combinaisons lineaires de fonctions de Schur dent les coefficients sont 
positifs, notre tisultat confhme une conjecture de Stanley et Stembridge ([5, Conjecture 5.11 ou 
[6, Conjecture 5.51). 
1. I.ntroduetion 
Let G be a (finite) graph with vertex set Y = Y(G) = {q, ~2,. ..,Q}* A coloring 
ofG is a function tc:V -+ P, where P= (1,2,. . .} is the set of colors. A coloring 
K is called proper if K(U) # K(U) whenever u and v are the vertices of an edge of 
G. The chromatic p~~~5rn~~ of G is the function XG : P t P such that Xc(n) is the 
number of proper dOringS of G with n colors. (It iS not difficult to see that x; is 
indeed a polynomial of degree d.) In [S] Stanley introduced and studied a symmetric 
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function Xo, generalizing XC. It is defined as follows. Let XI&Q,, , , be commuting 
indeterminates. Then 
where the sum ranges over all proper colorings of G. It is immediate from the definition 
that Xq(ln) = x&n), where X,(1”) is the specialization of Xo obtained by letting 
Xl = x2 = . * . =x,, = 1 and x,+, = x,+~ = :.. = 0. One very interesting question 
is to study the coefficients that arise in the expansion of Xo in terms of the ‘natural’ 
bases for the vector space of symmetric functions A. (In [5] many results related to 
this question are proved.) In particular, we may ask whether these coefficients are 
nonnegative. Following [5] we say that a symmetric function f is u-positive, where 
(~1) is a basis for A, if the coefficients dn in the expansion f = CAdku~ are all 
nonnegative. A graph G is said to be u-positive if Xo is u-positive. Let s and e stand 
for the Schur functions and the elementary symmetric functions, respectively. A poset 
P is called (a + S)-free if P does not have an induced subposet isomorphic to the 
direct sum (a -I- b) of an a-element chain and a b-element chain. The incomp~r~b~~i~y 
graph of a finite poset P, k(P), is the graph with vertex set P and edge set E = 
{(~,a) E p 1 u and D are incomparable in P). Stanley stated the following conjecture 
[5, Conjecture S.l], which as he mentions is equivalent to [6, Conjecture 5.51. 
Conjecture 1 (Stanley-Stembridge). If P is (3 + l)-free, then in@) is e-positive. 
This conjecture has been verified for all posets with at most 7 elements by Stanley 
and Stembridge [6, pp. 277-2781 and for all 8-element posets by Stembridge. 
Since each en is s-positive, Conjecture 1 implies that the incomparability graphs 
of (3 + 1)-f&e posets are s-positive, Further evidence in support of Conjecture 1 is 
Theorem 1 below, which follows easily from results of Haiman [2, Theorem 1.41 and 
Stembridge 17, Corollary 3.31. An indifference graph (or unit interval graph) is an 
~cornp~bili~ graph of a poset which is both (3 + 1)4&e and (2 + 2)-k. 
Theorem 1. Let G be an indz~erence graph. Then G is s-positive. 
In this paper we prove (a generalization of) the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. If G is the incomparability graph of a (3 + l)-free poser, then G is 
s-positive. 
This theorem provides new evidence in support of Conjecture 1. Its proof is relatively 
short and uses only standard facts from the theory of symmetric functions. 
2. The main result 
Defhtition. Let G be a graph with vertex set V = (v~, 02,. . . , ud). A mul~ieol~ring of 
G is a function K : V + 2p, where 2p is the set of all 6n.ite subsets of P = { 1,2,. . .}, 
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including the empty set. The multicoloring is proper if K(U) n K(U) = 0 whenever 
u and u are the vertices of an edge of G. If m = (nzi,m2 ,..., md) is a sequence 
of nonnegative integers, then an m-multicoloring is a multicoloring K such that 
]K(Uj)] = mi for i = 1,2,..., d. For a finite subset S = {st,~,.. .} of P we define 
xs = xs,xs2 f * . . 
Definition. Let m = (ml, m2, . . . , ?nd ) be as above. Define 
2; = a;<,> = XE(x, ,x2, ’ * *) = cxK(“,)xK(“2) ’ “xK(Vd), 
K 
where the sum ranges over all proper m-multicolorings rc : V -P 2p. 
It is clear that 2; is a symmetric function which generalizes Xo in the sense that 
-(l,l,...,l) 
XC = XG. Then Theorem 2 is a special case of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Zf G is the incomparability graph of a (3+ l)-free poset with d elements, 
and m = (rnl,rnz , . . . ,qj) is any sequence of nonnegative integers, then 2; is 
s-positive. 
Proof. Let P = (P, 4) be a partially ordered set. We define a P-array to be an array 
ai1 a12 . . . 
a21 a22 . . . 
of elements in P, arranged in left-justified rows, and satisfying the following condition: 
aV 4 ai,j+l whenever ai,j and ai,j+t are defined. (2.1) 
(Note that a P-array is allowed to have empty rows in the middle of non-empty rows.) 
A P-tableau is a P-array satisfying the additional condition: 
If i, j 2 1 and ai+i,j is defined, then au is defined and ai+t,j $ av. (2.2) 
Such arrays were first considered by Gessel and Viennot [l]. The weight of an array 
T with entries in P is the sequence wt(T) = (nl,nz,. . .), where ni is the number of 
occurrences of Vi in T. 
Let G be the incomparability graph of P. To each proper multicoloring rc of G, we 
can associate a P-array T, in the following way. For any i 2 1, let {uy), uf’, . . .} = 
~-l(i). Since K is proper, it follows that rc-l (i) is a stable subset of V, i.e., no two 
vertices in ~-l(i) are connected by an edge in G. This implies that rc-‘(i) is a chain 
in P, so we may assume that “Ii) 4 u!’ + . . . . Then TK is the array 
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It is clear that for any P-array T, there is a unique multicoloring K of G such that 
T = TK. For a partition 1, let rn2 and hi denote, respectively, the monomial sym- 
metric function and the complete symmetric function indexed by A. It is well known 
(see [3, Ch. I? Section 41 for example) that the 82 form an orthonormal basis for A 
with the inner product defined by (mn,h,) = 6~~. Therefore, if 2; = En C~S,I, then 
Cl = ($, SA). Let Z(A) be the length of A. The Jacobi-Trudi identity (see e.g. 
[3, Ch. I, (3.4)] or [4, Theorem 4.511) is the following: 
8~ = det(hn,-i+j)lgi,j~~r(n). (2.3) 
Let 5’1 denote the group of permutations of { 1,2,. . . , 1). If A= (Al,. . . , A,) is a partition 
of length 1, and n E &, then we denote by n(A) the sequence (+j> - x(j) + j>i=,. 
Expanding the dete~n~t on the right-hand side of (2.3) we get that 
81 = z: sgM)h*(n), 
GSI 
where, for any integer sequence CI = (~11,. . , at), h, = h,, . . . h,,. (We set h, = 0 if 
r < 0.) Thus CA = CnES, s~(~)(~~, h,&, where (~~,~~~~~} is, by the definition of 
the inner product (-, -), the coefficient of rnx(,q in RE, i.e., the coefficient of x@) in 
$$, which in turn is the number of proper m-multicolorings of G with weight n(A). 
(The we&& wt(lc) of a multicoloring tc is the sequence (Itc-i(l ]rc-i(2)], , . .).) Since 
the shape of T, is wt(tc), we get that (~~,~~~~) is the number of P-arrays of shape 
x(A) and weight m. Let 
A={(x,T) 1 nE$andT is a P-array of shape n(A) and weight m}. 
Then CA = Cfn,rlfQ sgn(x). Let 
B = {(n, T) E A 1 T is not a P-tableau} 
and note that if T is a P-tableau, then n(A)i > x(A)* > . . . , hence it = id. Thus to prove 
that CA > 0 it will be enough to find an involution cp : B + B such that if (a, T’) = 
cp(n, T), then sgn(o) = -sgn(x). One such involution is constructed in [ 1, Proof of 
Theorem 111. We describe a slight modification of it below. Let 
and let c = c(T) be the smallest positive integer such that (2.2) fails for some i and 
j=c. I&r = r(T) be the largest i such that (2.2) fails for i and j = c. Then define 
(I = K o (I, r + 1 ), where 0; r + 1) is the permutation that interchanges r and P + 1. 
Define T’ to be the array obtained from T by switching the elements in row I from 
column c on with those in row r + 1 after column c, so 
bll b*z ‘.. 
T’ = bzl bzz . . . 
. . . . 
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where 
bu=aij ifi#r,r+l ori=randj<c-1 
ori=r-tl andj<c; 
brj = a,+l,i+r if j>c and a,+l,j+l is de&ted; 
b r+l,~ = a,j-l if jac + 1 and a,j_1 is defined. 
Note that rows r and r + 1 in T’ have lengths rt(A.)r+t - 1 = A++,) - rr(r + 1) + r = 
&(,)-(~(r)+r = a(A), and Z(A),+1 = A+r> -n(r)+r+l = A.J(,+t)-ff((r+l)+r+l = 
o(A),+1 , respectively, so T’ has shape o(A). Since by assumption am is not defined or 
a,+i,, 4 Lftc, it follows that T’ satisfies (2.1) for i = r + 1. So to show that T’ is a 
P-array, it suffices to show that T’ satisfies (2.1) for i = r, i.e., ar,+l 4 ar+l,c+t. But 
a,+l,,_1 4 a,+l,c -: ar+l,c+l is a 3-element chain in P and ar+l,e_l < ar,c_-l, so by 
the assumption that P is (3 + l)-free, it follows that a,_1 4 ar+l,cfl. Thus T’ is a 
P-array which is not a tableau (br+l,= = ar+l,c + b, = ar+l,c+l if b, is defined) and 
clearly c(T’) = c(T) and r(T’) = r(T). This shows that cp(o, T’) = (n, T), so 40 is an 
involution. Moreover, sgn{a) = -sgn(n). q 
From the proof of Theorem 3 we get the following combinatorial interpretation of 
the coefficients cd. 
Tkorem4. rfXz=x z c,gi, then CA is the number of P-tableaux of shape A and 
weight m. 
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